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Bn both sides of the Atlantic, inflation has reared its ugly head; it 
hits particularly hard on those who deal in professional and amateur publishing! 
The worst has been the postal rise; and I rggrdt that is has pushed my price? * 
up once again.

Many thanks to those of you who wrote and showed a helpful interest in 
TMT; I hope you like the direction in which it is moving. I hope too, you 
will keep up the good work by sending in articles. Particular thanks go- to 
Mary Groff who has sent me a handsome pile of drawings for front covers, I 
have used the last by Arthur Thomson this time, after that it will be Mary' 
all the way! . .

I got a statement from my bank the other day that may interest you, 1 
had received a cheque for $2 and the bank informed me that the exchhnge rate 
was 2,435, that the sterling equivelant was 82p that the agents charge was 
10p that ‘the bank’s charge was 25p and so I was left with 4?P in ipy account! 
This points up the fact that on small sums an international money order is 
cheaper. Don’t forget that when you send a cheque,.you ?tay these charges too!

I have some news of the Crime Writers International Congress 1975. This 
is to be held at the Piccadilly Hotel,London from Sunday 5th October to 
Wednesday 8th October. It is primarily a gathering of the professional writers, 
but there is one session that will be open to the public. This is .on Wednesday 
Sth October. From 10.30-11.45am there will be a panel of famous crime uniters 
who will speak on their methods of working. From 12.00-lpm there will be a talk 
on ’'International Crime in Real Life” by John A.Mack, senior research fellow 
in Criminology at the University, of Glasgow.. The price for this attendance has 
not yet been decided, but I hope to have it in the next issue.

Another news note in connection with this Congress is that there will be 
an LP record of crime writers reading a mini-chapter of a long short story,eacn 
to write his or her section. This will have ? top writers of international 
repute taking part. It will be published ty EMI records.

As far as I know, this is the first time that the crime writers have 
upened to the public any of their proceedings. So if you go—please be nice 
to them all. ...and maybe they will let us go to more next time!

Ethd Ltndgay
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A TOUCH OF
BOND

by John Boyles

, William Haggard1 s THE OLD MASTERS
It' had to happen, one supposes, but was it inevitable? Given the 

earlier books of William Haggard one would have thought not. Is it that he 
doesn't wish to be seen as a fuddy-duddy of the Old School? He is just that, 
of cojtrse, and one can't help thinking that he delights in being what he is, 
but there is always the ever-present urge in all of us to keep up with the 
times ► What is so surprising is that it should be apparent in so urbane an 
old Tory as William Haggard.

He stems from Buchan and his hero, Colonel Russell 
would not be out of place in the company of Richard Hanney or Sir Edward Leithen. 
There is a degree of subtlety in Haggard that one would look in vain for in 
Buchan, but that may only be evidence of reader's greater sophistication ^these 
days. Look at the demands imposed by Lon Deighton's plots J Haggard's subtlety 
is, admittedly, of a different order, perhaps inculcated by his training in the 
corridors of power, where people and countries are not mentioned by name but 
are,' perfectly understood by speaker and listener when delicate negotiations 
are being undertaken and, hence, by the reader too. There is a neat example of 
the kind of thing I mean on page 60 of THE OLD MASTERS. Russell and the hero
ine,Gael Milo, are discussing Richard Bentinck, an American. Gael says:

"Have you heard of Richard Bentinck?
"Never" . *
"He's a popul and respected consul in the seaside town where you ve 

chosen to lodge. Also he's something veiy different."
"He's one of those?" "

In other words Russell knows that Bentinck is an American agent. And no reader 
is go4 ng to misunderstand when Kamich, one of the pI®ceJ
reflecting on his future moves in the following

In that lay his problem: he was also a patriot. There was a Power which 
night back him but not in failure. If he failed it would simply come in 
and take. Twice before it had almost invaded but hadn't. Kamich aidn t 
want that, he had seen what happened,,(page 23)

There is no need for Haggard to name the Power, .
Haggard's subtlety is apparent, too, in his characterisation of Charles 

Russell. He seems to be a much more complex creation than Hannay or Leithen, 
• but this is merely the aithor imparting to the character his own subtlety. 

W-aaII is, in essence, Hannay and Leithen brought up to $ate, while yet 
retaining all their predictable views on the world. For Russell, like them, 
leans towards the old aristocratic virtues. He is a gentleman and he knows 
WW’miOre, he is proud of it. He does not expect others to behave like 
gentlemen, but he is always pleased and approving when it happens, even if it 
is someone from the other side. Invariably in the Haggard books Russell must 
do some 'dealing with an opposite number and this is either a person who has 
come to recognise that the British way is the correct way agd practises it or 
Z who has been trained ty the British. In this book thejeneral falls into 
the latter category. Here he is, on page 173, talking courteously with Gael
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Gael soys:
nSo you know I went '"’own to see that prisoner?”
"Accompanied by a Colonel Russell and an e^Jsergeant from the Regiment 

of Women, The Colonel I know by reputation and the ex-sergeant I have had 
carefully checked. Her record was a veiy tough one,

’’But you know what happened inside that cell?” 
He shook his head. ’’But I might make a guess,” 
’’There is no need to guess. He gave me a name." 
"The name of the man who really killed your husband?" He corrected 

• hianself. ”1 mean your late husband,"
Hjltfl^gaonly one husband. I veiy mucj| loved him."
As answer he put on his cap and rose. He gave her a tremendous salute. 

A British drill sergeant would have passed it approvingly and indeed he had 
learned it from just that source,”

Can the author add more, ty way of approval? But let me hasten to add that 
this business of being a gentleman, of subscribing to the old aristocratic 
virtues, has nothing to do .with birth. A ranker can also be a gentleman and 
there are many subordinates of Russell in the Haggard books vAio all display 
the gentlemanly qualities. When Russell opens his door at the beginning of 
Chapter Two in response to ^tRe discreetest of taps" it is to find a man stand
ing outside who takes "his hat off as though it had been a drill."

Being the person he is, the embodiment of the old aristocratic virtues, 
RAssell is naturally displeased at the more liberal attitudes prevalent today. 
It is interesting to note his relations with his masters at Whitehall. Until 
1964 all went reasonably well, with a comfortable Conservative majority at West- 
minster, but the return of the Labour Government disturbs the calm. Fortunately 
for Russell he has to deal with a Labour minister who seems so out of step with 
his party that he despises his colleagues. He has clearly learned'a great deal 
from the example of Russell, we are to presume, as indeed have those Soviet 
opposite numbers whom Russell is always dealing with. Perhapd Haggard, who is 
here deliberately manipulating his plots, is indulging in a little wishful think
ing. These dreadful Socialsits, at home and abroad, may one day become as 
civilised as Charles Russell 1

But one wonders, when one puts down THE OLD MASTERS, whether '^^MBAot 
Russell who is undergoing change, I have noted the tradition from which it 

seems to me that the Haggard books stem, the Buchan tradition. There was, of 
course, another tradition which flourished in Buchan’s day, just as Right wing, 
but less romaitic, the Bulldog Drummond tradition. It was this tradition that 
paved the way for James Bond. One can be sure that Russell would disapprove of 
both Drummond and Bond, despite their allegiance to Russell’s own.cause. For they 
would do things which he could not bring himself to do. At least that is w^at we 
all thought until now, THE OLD MASTERS shows Us a changed Russell, an updated 
Russell with the sort of sexual feelings that the Russell of old, surely, would 
have kept severely in check. His attempt to seduce Magda is worth quoting:

"What happens next?" he asked again
"Tomorrow," she said
"Why not tonight?" He waved at the bedroom door, still open.
"I virgin girl," the lady said.
"A.misfortune which I could happily remedy." 
"Tomorrow," she said,"will come a man," 
"It’s not the same thing."
"I do not understand"
"A pity-forget it." (page 46)
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For Russell it is sufficient to wave at the bedroom door. Bond would ^j^ploy a 
more persuasive approach and would not take a refusal too seriously. Russell 
prefers to bide his tine, knowing that his own irresistible charm will get 
Magda into bed eventually. But at what costl Besides this new interest iff'ggg. 
sex one also notes a new slackness, coarseness even, of language. On p47 he 
says "Don't hurt your pretty."

"I cb not understand"
"Your bottom, your buttocks, your nates, your arse," 
"Ass?" the girl asked.
"Not ass, it's arse. Ass is the American preference. I’ve often 
wondered how it occurred," 
"Please?"
"Let it pass."

It’s not quite what Bond might say, but there is surely a touch of Bond in it. 
One can’t help feeling a twinge of regret.

John Boyles.

TWIST ON AN OLD THEME presented by D.John Morris. Solution’.
All that you will require are:a supply of putty, a knife, a room on the ground 

floor, a cast of the victim’s fingerprint in putty, and a warped sense of humour. 
Having locked the door, first open the window and leaning out,use the knife to 
chip away putty around a pane of glass until you can remove it. Next, replace 
the pane using fresh putty,taking care to place the victim’s finger-print in 
same. You should use gloves to handle the putty which you use to secure the 
pane, and these gloves should be thrown as far away from the pane as posssible. 
Just before committing suicide, spread a smear from a separate supply of putty
over your fingertips. EXPERT TIP:cownit suicide so that you fall against the
door, for this gives a better effect. TAKE CARE NOT TO LEAVE YOUR OWN FINGER—
PRINTS ON THE WEAPON. When ^our body is discovered and your case investigated
the police will see the putty which you spread on your hands and will conclude 
that you committed suicide. However, they will then examine forensically the 
putty on your hands and will find that it is devoid of flecks of glass—from 
which they will conclude that it was not you who handled the windowpane with 
the fresh putty around it, and hence that your ’murderer’ in fact spread putty 
over your hands after killing you in order that it would seem as though you 
kil 1 ed yourself and tried to make it appear to be a murder(which will be correct 
of course, although the police will never realise this). The discovery of the 
telltale fingerprint in the fresh putty outside will convince the police that 
your enemy killed you, climbed through the window after spreading putty over 
your hands, removed a pane and reached through to secure the window from the 
inside, then replaced the pane using fresh putty.

D.John Morris
BOOKS FOR FURTHER READING:
"The Compleat Murderer" by D.Quincey Thomas (Academic Tombs 1972) 
"Diversions For the Diseased Mind" by Gy O*Nyde(Academic Tombs,1972) 
"The Fine Art Supplement "...bi-monthly from Bill R,Donner Room 601. Broadmoor.



Jacintha Buddicom "At least 10 years ago,possible longer,in one of
Sun Dance,Kings Parade Ellery Queen Annual series, there was an EXTREMELY 

Bognor RegAs good story. It was about a peaceful man in a car
P021 2RA________________ who was continually badgered by a murderous gang
of young hooligans in a "^cat—up hot-rod, till he finally manouvred then over 
the edge of the Canyon - he was a racing motorist with his patience at last 
axhanated t If anyone among your afficionados could identify it for me - 
title,author and Queen collection - I should appreciate it very much. Will 
ELIZABETH LININGTON be attending the Crime Writers International Congress 
next, Congress next October, among the Americans? I wrote to ^*tor Gollancz 
to ask for her address so that I could send her a copy of my GAT POEMS, but 
they did not reply. She would probably like my CAT POEMS -as Luiz Mendoza 
is so crazy about cats, and one of the best books was DEATH OF h BUSYBODY, 
with the beautiful smoke Persian, Silver Boy, she must love cats too»++++ 

up-to-date news about the Congress before I finish upI’ll try to get some
this issue++++ 
Ken Cowley
Deerhurst Farm 

Youngwood Lane 
Nailsea.Bristol 
BS19 2NR.
assembled on one

”1 can shed some light on the query raised by Robert 
Aucott about J eM. Barrie’s play SHALL WE JOIN THE LADIES? 
This is the first act of an unfinished play originally 
produced at the opening of the Royal Dramatic Academy’s 
Theatre, with one of the most distinguished cats ever 

_________ _ stage(Fay Compton,Sybil Thorddike,Marie Lohr,Irene Vanbrugh, 
Sir Gerald du Maurior, et al) e The play has a classic ’’thirties” situation 
-thirteen at dinner at a traditional pre-war country house party,and one of 
then murdered the host's younger brother two years before. It is doubtful if 
Barrie himself knew the identity of the murderer-the play, or rather the first 
act, was written as an excercise, as an opening night gimmick, an excuse to 
gather together sone of the theatre’s leading lights Ss this special occasion. 
As well as being included an THE BLACK GAP it was also published in Hutchinsons^ 
A CENTURY OF CREEPY STORIES in the thirties. Now, can anyone help me,please? 
I an trying to put together a complete set of John Dickson Carr/Carter Dickson 
and am hung up on the last four titles in each case. The trouble is’ 
been so much retitling of John’s novels between England and -
OF THE GREEN CAPSULE=THE BLACK SPECTACLES; THE PEACOCK FEATHER MURDERS=THE TEN 
TEACUPS;etc)thst I an not sure whether my outstanding titles are different books. 
TheV are:- John Dickson Carr DEATH TURNS THE TAELES: THE THREE COFFINS(I have 
the ^crediblTrare CASTLE SKULL) Garter Dickson DEPARTMENT OF QUEER COMPLAINTS: 
PUNCH AND JUDY MURDERS: NINE-AND DEATH MAKES TEN: DROP TO HIS DEATH: FATAL 
$ESERT(with John Rhodes). If anyone can help with information -or actual copies 
-I would be most grateful-and generous;”
ANON ”1 spotted among your letters one from Robert Aucott. Just in case 
------ vou would wish to react to his plea of "Wouldst explain?” I’ve written 
the enclosed. I've enjoyed qyself, particularly reading that prize performance 
cast....Dian Boucicault.Fay Compton,Qyril Maude,Laty p-ee,Nelson Ws^^ 
ston Forbes Robertson,Sybil Thorndike,Sir Charles Hawtrey .Marie Lohr.Madge Tith- 
eredge, Leon Quartermaine,Irene Vanbrugh,Lilloh McCarthy,Sir Gerald du Mauri ,
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Miss Hilda Trevelyan, Glddys Cooper took Marie Lohr's part at the second 
showing•

SHALL WE JOIN THE LADIES?
by J.M.Barrie, 

The scene of the play is the dining-room in an English country houses 
the hospitable host has asked twelve Quests to stay as he is convinced that 
one of them is responsible for the murder of his brother and his aim is to 
find out which one is guilty.

Originally planned as a three-act play, this (the first act only-all 
that had been completed)was produced in 1921 with an unbelievably all star 

. cast to open a new theatre for the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art, later that 
year it had another special all star representation as part of a matinee for 
King George’s Pension Fund; then it had a long run of 407 performances as a 
curtain raiser to John Galsworthy’s LOYALTIES; always to such applause that 
no author could attempt to stay the course with Acts 2 and 3,

During this Act 1, of course, suspicion falls on every person in the 
cast, including the non-speaking butler. Barrie, whose first notes on the 

for the play was as far back as 1911, had been unable to satisfy himself 
with the working out of the eventual dfenounment; but he had ’selected1 the 
gulliy party and he did tell Queen Mary, though we’ll never know if King George 
’got it out of her’J He also told me and it will go into the incinerator with 
raeit*********#***Although the writer of the above wishes to remain ANON, I know

H±he identity behind the letter and so can swear to its validity. As to
ANON- well everyone is entitled to the privacy they desire..and anyway this 

is the Mystery trader*...Ethel.

Derek Adley "Sorry not to have written before but I’ve had a bit
22 Scott Crescent of a rush to tie up some loose ends on a book to be
South Harrow published in the Spring on F^ank Richards(of Billie
Mi$Bx Bunter fame). Glad you published the Bookshelf,! hope

this will prove useful. The only criticism I have is^ 
the details of the BRE & USA editions are a little confused. Regarding the SWe 
letter from Mrs Dawn Thomson-the re is of course a book on Agatha Christie in my 
list-the first item. Just a few corrections which I think should be published. 
BLOODY MURDER should be 1972 not 71 and the note inserted is ”Mortal Consequences 
(USA) CRIME AND DETECTION 1st Series was introduced by E.M.Woong not by Julian 
Symons. DOUBLE 0 SEVEN JAMES BOND by O.F.Snelling nor D.F. GREAT SHORT STORIES 
OF’DETECTION.MYSTERY AND HORROR note should be inserted introduction by Dorothy 
L Savers IN SEARCH OF DR THORNDYKE by Norman Donaldson. MASTERS OF MYSTERY by

MORE STRICTLY PERSONAL.SIX MONTHS OF MY LIFE. PRIVATE LIFE 
OF SHERLOCK HOLMES.THE Allan & Unwin 1961 is revised edition. WHO DONE IT 
published by RR Bowker. Let’s hope there is some response to the article to 
polish up any omissions".***** Yes, there was quits a few letters of response 
and from Amnon Kabatchnik even another checklist, I have them gathered together 
and this will be published as a separate item, I must apologise for mistakes- 
at times I had difficulty with your hand-writing’. But the final listing I will 
have proof-read’ Amnon suggests that Sherlockian material sgould have a listing 
on its own as there is so much of it. What do readers think of this?» 
Joe L .Hensley. "We’re planning to make the British Crime WrietB-Jty^te
2315 Blackmore Mystery Writers of America Conference next October and
Madison.Indiana have, in fact,already sent along the beginning money to
47250.ISA reserve place. All’s well here. I’ve a new suspense
out from Doubleday called SONG OF SORPUS JURIS, which seems to be selling well. 
One more thing for Derek(and I thank him very much for the list as he’s put me
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onto some things I’ll want to run <5own):Charles Fort’s THE BOOK Mg CHARLES FORT, 
Holt,1941* Great fun for when one runs out ideasm etc. Hope to see you in 
the fall.” ****Yes, I hope to be able to attend some parts of the Conference. 
I have not listed all the books you added (|or Derek’s list..as 1*11 keep them 
all to go in with the others,******
Mary Groff "I did meet Marvin Lachman a few months ago (the-Regional

279 Topaz Way Mystery essays in MISTER! READERS NEWSLETTER). He told me 
San Francisco that he is editing an Encyclopedia of Crime & Detection due 

to come out in about a year. Do you know anything about 
Lianne Carlin’s activities. 1 have been told.that enquiries are not answered. 
I hope felt it will start up again as it was interesting. Have you read BLOOD 
IN THEIR INK? Is it worrth having, I have heard criticism of it”****0thers have 
asked me about Mrs Carlin, all I cai think of is that there is illhess in her 
family, I cannot think of anything else that would make her stop writing. Lets 
hope it is over soon. Anyone read BLOOD IN THEIR INK? I haven’t.***** 
Francis M, Nevins ’’Perhaps I can be of some assistance to Derek Smith, whose 
4466 W.Pine Blvd, article was extremely enjoyable. At one time I owned the 
St. Louis .Missouri Detective Book Club edition of Christie’s THE WITNESS FOR 
63108. ________<- THE PROSECUTION and THREE BLIND MICE and I remember that
WITNESS in this edition is a short story just as it is in all other editions. 
The blurb Mr Smith found is quite misleading. As for Charteris1 LADY ON A 
TRAIN, it most assuredly exists, and I am fortunate enough to own two copies and 
would be glad to swap one of them in return for any of the following (equally 
scarce) British titles by the one and only Harry Stephen Keeler; THE'ACE OF 
SPADES MURDER(Ward Lock, 1949) .THE MURDERED MATHEMATICIAN (Ward Lock, 1949),THE 
STEELTOWN STRANGER(Ward Lock,1950),THE BARKING CLOCK(Ward Lock, 1951), or 
STAND BY—LONDON CALL ING (Ward Lock,1953). Would you pass on this offer to 
Mr Smith?”******Which I did.,but what was the outcome, I dunno**** * 
Robert Coulson ”1 recently ran across a secondhand store which has a

Route 3 partial set of THE INTERNATIONAL ADVENTURE LIBRARY. I bought
Hartford City a copy of THE RADIUM TERRORS by Albert Dorrington . Jf, you 
Indiana 47348, have any customers looking for titles in this series.. .They 
seem to be mostly reprints from the Munsey magazines. They were published by 
W.R.Caldwell & Co of New York. Two of the books were collections of short 
stories about, a British detective ;GLEEK OF SCOTLAND YARD and CL EEK, THE MASTER 
DETECTIVE o Original copyrights from 1912 to 1918 by Double day, Page & Co. The 
earlier book(SCOTLAND YARD)is illustrated by photographs of a stage production; 
second book illustrated only by drawings. The author is T.P.Han shew. Presumably 
thi s is another of the rivals(or imitators)of Sherlock Holmes. Another book 
CLEEK’S GOVERNMENT CLISES is'mentioned. Can you or ay of your readers tell me 
(a)anything about Cleek’s history-if he made the stage he must have been reason
able popular at the time, and(b)if the books are worth anything...And I haven’t 
forgot ton the promise of P. A .Taylor article.(l haven’t done anything about it, 
but I have’ny forgotten it.) I have another excuse now; my mother corresponded 
with Taylor and since I have to go through the house- this spring in ary evenly 
there is the possibility of turning up the letters,”*?***In A CATALOGUE OF 
CRIME (p5O5)Hanshew is briefly mentioned, and it .says also Charlotte May 
KEngsley, But'that’s all it says..sometimes that catalogue can be maddening VW 
Particularly when it pans all ry favourite writersi

My thanks to all those who wrote..
Ethel.



FOUR THRILLERS FROM THE LATE SIXTIES 
by Francis M.Nevins,Jr.

Oliver Bleeck, The Brass Go-Between. Morrow,1969;Hodder,1970
With this novel Ross Thomas,one of the most talented American mystery 

writers to Uebut in the last fifteen years, inaugurated a new tyline and a 
new series character, professional intermediary Philip St.IveSg His assign
ment, in this caper is to exchange $250,000 in ransom money for an ancient 
African shield stolen from a supposedly burglarproof Washington D.C. museum. 
But the shield is also a symbol of authority crucial to the outcome of an 
African civil war, and two memorable black diplomats jpmbine with corrupt 
cops and several murders to complicate existence for 'the cool, cautious St. 
Ives. Smooth writing, characterization and plotwork, spiced with an abund
ance of healthy anti-authoritarian sentiment, make this a diverting caper 
indeed. If only Cary Grant were still available to play St.Ives in a movie 
v& re ion I
E.Richard Johnson. Sil ver Street.Harper & Row,1968. British title:The Slaver 
Street Killer. Robert Hale,1969. . _ , ,

Another major American talent to emerge in the sixties was E.Richard 
Johnson, a convict serving a life term at Minnesota State Prison,who in this 
Edgar-winning first novel tells a short and Unadorned tale of the mean streets 
in an unamed city. The rather skimpy plot deals with a modern Jack the Ripper 
who is slicing up the city’s pimps for no discernible reason, and with street
wise homicide dick Tony Lonto whose hunt for the killer inevitably leads him W 
to the discovery that, his own girl is nymphomaniac and a \Aiore, The combination 
of superficial toughness and cloying subsurface romaticism leads me to suspect 
that Johnson must have been watching a lot of 1930’s French crime movies of the 
Garni-Privert variety before writing this amateurish but promising novel. 
John D-MacDonald.One Fearful Yellow Eye.Gold Medal,1966;Robert Hale,1968.

A bird with a broken wing cries Help and Travis McGee flies to Chicago, 
determined to aid the widow of a famous surgeeon in finding out how and ly 
whom her late husband’s estate was bled of more than half a million dollars. 
After exploring some massive family intrigues and some odd comers of the winfly 
Cityand outlying areas, he roots out another of those monstrously sadistic 
Villains that only MacDonald can still make plausible. A labyrinthine buVmast- 
erfully controlled plot, some achingly real characters(not least of them the 
dead- sur^on who comes amazingly to life through the impressions he made on 
others)and McGee’s inimitable observations on the passing scene add up to one oi 
the finest in this compulsively readable series.
Win jam Arden.Deal in Violence .Dodd Mead,1969; Robert Hale,1971

Second only to Ross Macdonald in the field of the modem private eye novel 
is Dennis Lynds, who writes as William Arden,Michael Collins,and Mark Sadler 
as well as under his own name. The Arden byline is reserved for the cases of 
industrial spy Kane Jackson whose first adventure,A Dark Power(1968) ,will some
day, I think, be recognised as a masterpiece of its kind. In his second ca8a 
Jackson is hired to check out a small metallurgical research company, comes 
across inklings of a corrupt land deal, and soon finds himself in the center 
of a web of power .politicians,businesspeople with money and sex hangups,narco
tics,paranoia and double murder. Arden writes tautly,sketches character and 
scene deftly,integrates into his plot some frightening reflections on American 
politics, and all in all,despite a few loose ends and a tendency toallow his 
hero too many lucky guesses, has produced a fine speciment of the thinking
man’s .thriller. Francis M,Nevins, Jr.



DRAMA: DEATH:
DISASTER

f by Mary Groff
1 . . While you are sitting in your theatre seat, engrossed

in seme drama, perhaps you are unaware of the real tragedy that was performed; 
there. Several London theatres have had murders or attempted murders committ- , 
ed on the premises and one even had a hidden corpse. Some of the theatres have, 
a regular ..audience of. silent,grey figures.

Theatre. Royal, Drury Lane, is probab
ly the most haunted places of entertainment in the world, Dan Leno (1860-1904) 
was once seen ty‘ the late Stanley Lupino( 1893-1942) giving him a considerable 
shock at the time, Leno, who appeared in pantomines at Drury Lane as well as . 
working in Music Halls,died

by a lifetime of overwork. It is not certain If he returned 
to the theatre on that particular occasion because of his love of the stage(ijf, 
he had any)or because of the gruelling work that hastened his death.

’ Another
sad ghost of Drury Lane is Charles Macklin( 1700-97). Macklin was the man who 
changed the role of Shylpck from one of crude comedy into a tragic and drama
tic figure. It is strange that he chooses to haunt this theatre because he, 
was tjremurderer not the murdered. One day in May,1735>Macklin(a very temper- . 
mental Irishman)was in a worse-than-usual-mhod,' He was appearing Ana play 
called ’’Trick for Trick” with a small-part actor named Thomas Hallam. Macklin 
was particularly irritated because a wig that he needed for the performance 
was missing. When he spotted Hallam wearing it he became enraged and demanded; 
its return immediately. Hallam refused and in the ensuing argument Macklin . ;r; 
lunged at.him with a cane he was carrying. It pierced Hallam’s eye and the 
next day he died from the wound. Although Macklin was charged with this mur-- 
der he managed to survive and appeared in many more plays before his death, 
some of which he wrote himself. As well as acting his own personal version of 
Macbeth, he also started the fashion of acting this part. in.Highland dress. He 
lived for about 62 years after the murder and maybe his occasional reappearance 
at the site means that he is offering his regrets for what he'did so many years 
ago.

The most important ghost at Drury Lane is the one who appears before a long- 
run. He . is both friendly, apd helpful and is not above pushing an actor into a . 
more favourable position on the stage. He was seen before ,.”^y Fair Lady” abd 
"Oklahoma” both a great success in London but he could, have read the New York . 
reviews.. He did give his personal approval to several of Ivor Novello’s prod
uctions including ’’The Dancing Years” and ’’Glamourous Night”, Strangely, he is 
not considered to have been an actor but the ghost of an anonymous body that 
was found bricked up in a wall while repairs to the theatre were taking place. 
The body was wearing Eighteenth Century riding clothes and had a dagger stuck 
between his ribs. It is in this costume that he appears; always in daylight as 
he is a considerate ghost. Actors who are rehearsing watch eagerly for his 
appearance,

Fanny Kelly(179O-1882)is one actress who never haunts Drury Lane, 
even though a rejected lover once fired at her from the audience in this theatre 
She used to haunt the Royalty in Soho,a theatre that was built by her and 
preyed id be a financial disaster^ She had hoped to run this along with a
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a Drama School and for about 10.years,.she struggled hopelessly ho make her 
dream come true. She was forced .to sell as things went so badly forjher.i— 
Though sho lived‘for many years after this she never seemed to have the 
successes of her early years, when Charles Lamb proposed to her and made her 
the subject cf his essay "Barbara S---- ". After her death she was seen at the 
theatre several times, maybe to see how her successors were managing. The ^' 
Royalty was very badly damaged by bombs during the Second World War and is no 
longer with us. Neither is Fanny as she has never bothered to visit the 
building that replaced her beloved theatre,at least there have been *o reports 
of her being seen in the vincinity.

The Adelphi had its moment of terror too;-7' 
One night in the winter of 1897,Richard Prince(an uninteresting actor of no 
great theatrical consequence)stabbed and killed William Terriss before a per
formance. They were both appearing in Gillette’s "Secret Service" and Prince 
had become angered by the success and popularity of the pleasant and kindly 
Terriss, Prince was found guilty but insane and was confined for life.Terries 
returns in spirit both to the theatre and to Covent Garden Underground Statibfi 
where he is seen occasionally by susceptible people. Even though the Adelphi 
was gutted in the 1930s and rebuilt, Terriss remains faithful to the place. 
One strange story that is attributed to his understudy was that the man oJAim- 
ed he dreamt of the death the night before it actually happened, but maybe 
understudies are inclined to have this dream as a matter of course. .Gillette, 
the writer of the fatal play, also wrote and performed in "Sherlock Holmes" 
which had an enormous success and is still revived periodically.

One cheerful 
ghost, who died a natural death appears from time to time at the Haymarket, ' ■ ' 
John Baldwin Buckstone (1802-79)started his working life in a solicitor’s " 
office. He was soon drawn to the theatre as a talented actor and as a play
wright. He loved the Haymarker Theatre where he was manager for years ’A' 
and he even lived in a house behind it so that he would never be too far away. 
He loved the applause, the excitement and the laughter of the stage so much 
that he has never left the building and is sometimes seen by actors, stage 
hands and others working behind the scenes. No one is afraid of him as he was 
a gentle and lov^le man and his ghost does nothing to upset. He could even : , 
make Queen Victoria laugh which must have been quite a feat. One of his prob-?; 
lems whs his deafness which could cause mishaps on stage. The prompter was. ■ 
supposed to touch his shoulder at his cue because he could not always hear ; ■ 
what was happening; occasionally someone would touch him accidentally and he 
would rush out on the stage at the wrong moment. He was a quick-witted man : l ; 
and usually managed to ad-lib his way out of the problem and as he was so nioe; 

and pleasant both the audience and the cast forgave him his mistakes. Although • 
maiy people mourned his death they really needn’t have bothered as he is still . . .

Haymarkor nnd can sometimes be seen wandering around or sitting in the 
roShe once used as an office. His productions were lengthy affairs often 
starting around 7 p.m. and going on until well after midnight. Victorian 
audiences must have, had great stamina. <

‘ - Next time you are in a theatre ana leei
that you are not alone in youa seat you may well be right. Mpry foott 
References: 1 - Peter Gammond.Your Own,Your Very 0wn'.(Ian Allan, 1971) 
2.William M T Appl a ton, Charles ckl in, An Actor1 s Life (Harvard Uniy.Press I960) nr
3.Qyril M^nda.Haymarket Theatre (Grant Richards, 1903) 
A.Peter Underwood.Haunted London(Harrap,1973) . „
5*Phyllis Hartnnllj Editor, The Oxford Univ.Companion to the Theatre (Oxford 1951)
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William Hopkins c/o E.M.Aikins 811 W.15th St .Port Angeles,Wa.98362.USA 
Detective/4fystery Fiction pre-1920 1st editions not necessary, nor is flaa 
condition .Please send firm quotes, all quotes answered the same day as received 
and all lists of such material. Thank you, and good hunting I

Mien. Grant AN AFRICAN MILLIONAIRE,MISS CAYLEY’S ADVENTURES^ quote others, 
A^JD©W,Clifford THE ADVENTURES OF RCMNEY PRINGLE,Aubrey Frank KING OF THE 
DEAD.A STUDIO MYSTERY(His fantasys under Fenton also wanted)Bagot,Richard 
A ROMAN MYSTERY Barr, Robert REVENGE! TRIUMPHS OF EUGENE VALMONT,quote others, ■ 
Barrett, Frank PLEASE QUOT^ Bayly A.Erlc THE MAN WITH PARROTS THE SECRET OF 
SCOTLAND VARB Beaman, Emer io 02MAR THE MYSTIC Bodkin, M. McDonnell PAUL BECK, quote 
others Boothby,Guy A BID FOR FORTUNE, DR.NIKOLA DR.NIKOLA’S EXPERIMENT 
FAREWELL NIKOLA. THE LUST OF HATE.PHAROS THE EGYPTIAN quote others. Braddon,M.E. 
Please quote. Bramah, Erne st MAX GARRADOS, quote others. Campbell, Sir Gilbert 
WILD AND WEIRD, quote other? .Chesney,Weatherby THE ADVENTURES OF AN ENGINEER 
THE ADVENTURES OF A SOLICITOR, quote others J .Storer CARRINGTON’S
CASES Corbett, Mrs George ADVENTURES OF A LADY DETECTIVE quote others.(Croskey 
«ulian)MR. M____ Delannoy,Burford A THESPIAN DETECTIVE quote others Donovan, 
Dick CAUGHT AT LAST I THE MAN HUNTER EUGENE VIDOCQ FROM CLUE TO CAPTUBE, LINK 
BY LINK TAT.fr OF TERROR quote others.Du Boisyoby, Fortune Please quote.Durisany 
Lord TWO BOTTLES OF RELISH Dyllington,Anthony THE UNSEEN THING!

Hope CARNAKI

Ex-Private X SOMEONE IN THE ROOM
Farleon.B.L. DEVLIN THE BARBER, quote others Fenn,G,Manville THE MYNNS MYSTERY 
quote others,Freeman,R.Austin THE RED THLMB JOHN THORNDYKE’S CASES, quote others 
Froest.F*& Dilnot.G.THE CRIME CLUB THE ROGUE’S SYNDICATE.
Gaboriau,Emile DOSSIER NO 113 THE GILDED CLIQUE, THE MYSTERY OF ORCIVAL quote 
others, must be early editions pre-1900 Greet,Dora
GOLDEN OWL Griffith, George (I AM ALSO VERY INTERESTED IN HIS SCIENCE FICTION 
TITLES) BROTHERS OF THE CABIN KNAVES OF DIAMONDS, quote others Griffiths,Major 
Arthur CRIMINALS I HAVE KNOWN quote others Gull C. Ranger A BUTTERFLY ON A WHEEL 
quote others(His fantasy tool) „ „
Hanson .Mark PLEASE QUOTE Hering,Henry A BURGLAR’S CLUB Herman,Henry THE CRIME 
OF A CHRISTMAS TOY,quote others. Heron,ESH GHOST STORIES Hill,Headon ZAMBRA 
THE DETECTIVE CLUES FROM A DETECTIVE'S CAMERA quote others.Hodgson,Wittiam 
Hnnft nAWAKI CAPTAIN GAULT Horlet, Sydney THE VAMPIRE Hume,Fergus PLEASE ^TE ^e C J Siffe^THE dSe£iCT(I AM ALSO INTERESTED IN HIS FANTASYS) 
Janson,GjJiAdsay WEIRD ADVENTURES OF PROFESSOR DELiPINE OF THE SORBONNE 
Kernahan,Coulson THE DIMPLING SCOUNDRELS & CO quote others Le Fanu,J.Sh$ridan^ 
CHECKMATE quote others Le Qaeux,William Please quote ^s*0riQS and his anta^y 
titles Leroux,Gaston BALAOO THE MYSTERY OF THE YELLOW ROOM quote others Lynch,-

TO ^°HUNTED^DOWN^TRfiNGE CLUES quote othersMacksnzie 
W.^S M THE GUSS TOO MANY VOTE0®S W*
Florence ON CIRCWSTANTIAL EVIDENCE quote others Marsh,Richard THE HETTLE the 

- CRMS AND THE CRIMINfiL quote others Meade L.T. THE SORCERESS OF THE STRAND 
niaRM min+p n+heTA also anv with her co-authors Robert Eustace and Clifford 
Slifax^D. Morrison,Arthur ADVENTURES OF MARTIN HEWITT, CHRONICLES OF MARTIN 
HEWITT, THE DORRINGTON BOX MARTIN HEWITT,INVESTIGATOR quote others N^bit^Hume 
COMRADES OF THE BLACK CROSS quote others (Fantasy to o’.) Or czy. Baroness ^7? 9^ 
OF MISS ELLIOTT LADY MOLLY OF SCOTLAND YARD UNRAVELED KNOTS THE OLD MAN IN
THE CORNER quote others

TAT.fr
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Pain,Barry THE MEMOIRS OF CONSTANTIN DIX, THE PROBLEM CLUB quote others 
Pemberton,Max THE IRON PIRATE THE IMPREGNABLE CITI JEWEL MISTERIES I HAVE 
KNOWN quote others Phillpotts,Eden MI ADVENTURES IN THR IVING DUTCHMAN,LOUP 
GAROU quote others Pinkerton,Myron fHE ’RO^EWOObiKtSG^ai/ THE CREOLE’S CRIME 
Pirkis, C.L. THE EXPERIENCES OF LOVELYCHRON
ICLES OF xWDINGTONPEIRGE THE TRAIL OF THE.DEED RosenbacEJA.S.w' THE UNPUB
LISHABLE MEMOIR^ R.R.feyan PLeas quote
Sins,George R.’Dqrc^s'Dene,Detective. quote^tHers, Snart,Hawley FALSE CARDS,AT 
FAULT quote others Speight,F.W, IN THE DEAD OF NIGHT HOODWINKED,quote others 
Spurr,Harry A THE VAULTED CHAMBER Stephens, Riccardo THE MUMMI Strange,Carlton 
THE BEECHCOURT MISTERI PLE-'EE QUOTE OTHERS
Upward,Allan THE WONDERFUL CAREER OF EBENEZER LOBB quote others Warden,Florence 
A SENSATIONAL CASE quote others ’’WATERS" THE RECOLLECTIONS OF A POLICEMAN A 
SKELETON IN EVER! HOUSE Please quote others White,Fred M. THE ROBE OF: 
LUVIFER quote others Whitechurch,Victor L.THRILLING STORIES OF THE RAILWAYS 
Wood,Mrs,Henry THE PASSENGER FROM SCOTALND YARD quote others.

All the above listed books are a permanent want, as is any Detective/lfystery 
material pre-1920. I would be very happy to hear from anyone who can offer 
such material. I am also interested in Science Fiction from the same era, 
and would be overjoyed to hear from anyone who can offer one title of many of 
that genre. Thank you once again, and I do hope to be hearing from you.

William Hopkins.

««******************»***********************£*****«****************•************•
For Sale: From J.G.Amedo,Box 522,Wyckoff Hgts.Station.Brooklyn.New York 11237 
Jack Mann(E.Charles Vivian)British writer of mystery fiction/fantasy during 
1920s-30s. GREY SHAPES: THE GLASS TOO MANY: THE NINTH LIFE: GEES’ FIRST 
CASE. Black cloth,limited 1,000 copies. $5.00(US) per title. Pub.Bookfinger, 
1970s. Prefer collectors only. The original editions were issued W 
& Brown Ltd during. 1930s. All of the above are in the Gees detective .series. 
The older editions are considered quite rare.a******************************************************** ********** ************
THE ANTHONY BOUCHER MEMORIAL MYSTERY CONVENTION..Bouchercon VI will be held
at the Midland Hotel in Chicago Illinois July 18th-20th 1975. V/
Guest speaker willhbe Robert L.Fish. Conference will open Friday with 
registration and get-acquainted cocktail party
Registrations will be $5 until June 1st and $6 therafter. Cheques payable 

. to Bouchercon VI. For registration and additional information write to:-
Bouchercon VI, Box 2579,Chicago.Illinois 60690. USA

*******************************************************************************
FOR SALE; Michael Harrington’s MURDER.IN THE RUE ROYALE. London 1972. First 
British edit ion.Fine in aw.Total of 12 stories, five'of in
the Mycrpft & Moran edition. Featuring.Edgar Allen Poe’s. famous'detective 
Auguste Dupin. £3. From Ferrett Fantasy, 27 Beechcroft Road; Upper Tboting, 
London.SW17 . 1
♦********»*»*******»************************************‘#1^*******’,**’ll^‘,li*********



CARRINGTO!^ ty Joseph Storer Clouston. This little volume of 12 
stories, was first published by William Blackwood 1 Son in 1920 and, as far 
as I know, never reprinted. . It has made its mark with collectors chiefly 
I suspect, because of the intriguing pictorial cover. This shows a police
man bolding a skull and a book titled ADVICE TO MOTHERS. Most of the 
stories are naive even absurd, and the plots hardly thicker than weak tea, and 
yet a redeeming humour pervades the book and somehow can absorb the reader in 
the story, who might otherwise be banging his head in frustrated patience, 

Carrington himself, pictured on the front cover, illustrating the first 
tale, is pompous, a little egoistical, though extremely good-natured and 
rather endearing. His stories are full of engaging anecdotes, and though he 
is excrutiatingly honest, we never find out much about him. He wears a monocle 
and declares he should have one for each eye, because the twinkle there often 
giyap* away* He is. a real showman and a master of disguise, finds woflJHi as 

„ detectives "useful”, is a bachelor and will be until he spicks a girl hi^hsed 
blessed innocence*1, a thing he strongly recommends, he is very well-known 
and a private investigator of no mean influence, that’s about all J

The truth is that Carrington is nothing but a useful cut-out vehicle for 
Clouston’s tales and the detective and all the characters in the book are 
two-dimensional stereotypes. Carrington is thus obviously unorthodox. How 
can this paradox be explained, hpw can unorthodoxy be obvious, how can ne beh 
endearing yet lacking in depth? The answer must be that modern cynism cannot 
stomach a plain; simple tale with a mild surprise for an edging, no more. No\. 

' we need character study, psychiatry to an obvious or lesser extent and above all 
numerous red herring si Sadly Clouston lacUs the ingenuity to pad these tales 
to a desirable length, they never extend beyond a short sharp chapter.

We meet Carrington in l^er life, and all the stories are dreged from his 
( reluctant(or pseudo-reluctant)vith style)memory. In one satrical and nicely 

witty ^r Watson, and proceeds to explain now
he confounded, astounded and belittled this *»WoodenheadJ* bob bob sucking pal of 
Sherlock Holmes”. Though he ”looks on the whole like the illustrations^ you 
caught the likeness SAdney”)ahd speaks exactly as in the books” he can never 
have been such a drip as the one who comes to consult Carrington. Jails book, 

: published at 5/-, is now qyite scarce, or as scarce as any modern book can be, 
but I bought this copy for 6d> which only goes to show.
Clouston had Bis first book published in 1897 by Nelson, it THE
VIKING and he wrote 34 titles till his last in 1941 BEASTMARK THE SPI.

The reviewer of this is unknown to me, as his name became separated from 
the article and, despite appeals from me, he has never written again. Ethel.
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THE SHADOW IN THE SKY by Owen John.Dutton.$6.95. 1972
PANIC by Bill Bronzini.Fandom House.*5.95.1972 Quite contrasting books.
SHADOW is ai other chapter in the well conceived adventures of super-spy Haggai 
Godin, although you^couldn’1 tell fron the blurb that John had written, several 
other excellent thrillers about Godin. John is unsung,but is one of the best 
going in- this business. A new type of Soviet submarine shadows a merchant ship 
carrying weapons to Israel, But is it 9 submarine or another? Godin is sent on 
a ’mission impossible1 to the submarine base deep in Northern RussM&to find out 
if it has left the base. How can he possibly survive? It may sound obvious 
but it’s well done and thoroughly entertaining. PANIC is also obvious and I 
skipped rapidly through to see if the obvious edning occurred. It did. A story 
of losers who are in the end enobled. Amman sees a contract killing. He flees 
and is chased, meets up with a girl. One’sherriff’s deputy is dout the only 
one who can figure out what’s happening. And so it goes on,I wasn’t interested 
in the characters,its the third Pronzini book that has rubbed me wrong. IJn 
just not part of the audience he is looking for. Ted Serrill
£QAIN THE RINGER By Edgar Wallace.White Lion.Pub.London-New York.Henry Arthur 
Milton was The Ringer-04 the most wanted list of every police force in Europe 
And he didn’t care who knew it. The Ringer made it his business to see that 
justice was meted out to those who had hitherto flattered themselves they w«rre 
beyond its reach. The Ringer was his own judge and jury. And if justice some
times demanded that a man died for his crimes against society, Henry Arthur 
Milton was perfectly capable of being his own executioner as well. Which didn’t 
make him popular with the authorities. They grugingly had to admit that only 
the-guilty need ever feel afraid of The Ringer. They unwillingly had to concede 
that The Ringer only ever acted against criminals,they had shown themselves 
powerless to deal with. Privately they would reluctantly even agree that, by 
and large, The Ringer might be said to be performing a public service. In 
public th^r insisted that he should be stopped. Which was easier to say than 
to do; for everyone knew who SKngRinger was, and what he stood for, no-one,but 
no-one knew what he looked like I Al Brummer
THE PALERMO AFFAIR by Colin Forbes. Dutton.$6.95.1972. A mission impossible 
type story in the grand tradition. Two military officers must knock out a 
vital ferry between Sicilly and Italy before the allies invade Sicilly in 1943, 
Based on a true incident, they must enlist the aid of the Mafia to survive and 
accomplish the mission. Like MacLean at his best, Forbes keeps the tension 
screwed up as the duo, along with a Mafia leader and later a fourth man, move 
from one danger to another. They must enter at Palermo and work their way 
200 miles across the harshest territory in the world to the Messina docks.
It’s a well-paced story of physical exertion and mental nimbleness carried to 
the extreme, more adritly out together than Forbe’s second book,THE HEIGHTS OF 
ZERVOS. Hardly anyone does this kind of war adventure anymore, and aficionados, 
ut’.s a* rare feast. Ted Serrill -
AVERY’S FORTUNE 'by William M.Green. Bobbs-Merrill.$6.96 . 1972. This is a good 
piece of story-telling, about a young man involved in a plot to steal a price
less work of art(for sentimental and vegeful)reasons.from a millionaire ship
owner, Much of the action takes place on- a couple of boats en route from New 
York to the Caribbean. The characters are stereotypes but fjm.

Ted Serrill
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THE BIG FOUR:by Edgar Wallace.Readers Library. The Big Four is the big noise 
in the underworld of errokdom. In Europe there are four separate gangs of big 
men, who generally work independently but on occasions.combine for their 
mutual benefit. In this exciting book we have a detective perfectly and fashion- 
ablt 'turned-out'. He has just returned from New York where he had been pur
suing his highly exciting calling. He is appointed ty the dour Scotsman at the 
head of . Federated Assurance as a private detective attached to the company.lt 
is on thetrack of The Big Four that Mr Robert Brewer sets out. His quest takes 
him to Monte Carlo in the winter, Cowes in the summer and country houses in 
the autumn; for these 'undesirables' follow the fashionable world just as 
sharks follow the liner and for much the same reason. The various characters 
that take part in the exciting and thrilling adventures through which Brewer 
passes until he absolutely lands his fish into his net—a landing that is 
unique both in its conception and execution-are all clearly drawn and wonder
fully interesting types;while some of the twists and turns that he employs are 
as celevr as anything Wllace has ever invetned. AL Brummer.
UANCE HALL OF THE DEAD:by Tony Hillerman.Avon PB.Janl975. 
of the Edgar award for the best mystery story of >e year, 
not only has a veiy taut mystery plot, but it introduces a Navaho reservation 
policeman who tracks down the murderer. The background is fascinating and one 
absorbs a tremendous amount of Indian lore in the process of reading this book. 
If you like mystries and Indian culture this is the book for you. Ethel Lindsay 
ABRACADAVER by Peter Lovesey. Dell PB,Noc.1974.This.is another murder mystery 
which combines with an interesting back-ground. Thigsone is set against the 
Victorian muisic-hhll. Constable Thackery of Scotland Yard has to find the 
back-stage killer and why so many of the variety acts are having very, very 
embarassing accidents onstage. Off-beat and intriguing. EthellApdjay
PAST MAGAZINE: Nos 6&7 :From:Iwan Hedman, Flod ins vAg 5,S 152 00 StrAngAs.Sweden. 
Unfortunately he does not quote the price in either dollars or sterling.
says 30 for 6 but 30 what, I dunnol As the magazine is not in English I have to 
miss what looks like a wonderful- bunch of articles. However I can enjoy the 
many fine photographs of authors in the mystery field, and also the checlists 
are extremely useful. There is one article in English by Derek Adley, a very 
fine one about the detective Van der Valk. Ethel Lindsay
XENOPHILEA No 7.Oct 74,From Nils Hardin,Box 9660,St Louis,MO 63122.This is a 
monthly advertiser for the collector.Apart from the adverts(a useful prowling 
ground)there are some fine articles. Here they are onSexton Blake, Holmes, and 
the author Robert Bloch. There are also checklists, this issue features the

This was the winner df 
Deservedly so. It

Star Magazine. Ethel Lindsay , «, nj
FERRET FANTASY LTD.Catalogue No 8.From: Ucorge Lo eke,27 Beechcroft Kd.upper 
Tooting,London.SW17. (Books for sale which covers SF, fantasy and some early 
mystery. AlsO^rJrWs^a’ Ethel Lindsay / „ , p k c
SKYRACK’S EUROPEAN FANTASY TRADERRNo 15:^oh Ron Bennett,36 Harlow Park uresc. 
Harrogate.HG2 OAW. Yorkshire.England. 50p for 6. Mostly Sf and comics for sale 
but there is always some crime in addition, tai..I don't mean that Ron is 
criminal..but that he sells some crime books I Ethel Lindsay .
Mystery*File:Nos 5,5% and 6:From:Steve Lewis,62 Chestnut Rd.Newington.CT 06111 
UsI 4 for~l -eve^six weeks. A nice mixture, books for sale, articles and 
checklists. _ has S extremely useful listing of all ACE Double 
this issue too, there is the appearance of_even more useful letters from ot 
mystery readers and collectors. Ethel LjJidsay

company.lt


An EMMA LATHEN Checklist 

ty Joanna Burger

BANKING ON DEATH,published ty Simon & Schuster 1961.Robert Schneider is a 
missing heir to a trust fund administered by the Sloan Bank, and Thatcher 
■and Nicholls(a junior trust officer)have to find him. But when they do,they 
find he has been murdered in a blizzard, so no one has an alibi* And eveiyone 

' seeing to have a motive.
A PLACE FOR MURDER.1963.takes us to Shatesbury, where the brother-in-law of 
Bradford Withers (president of the Sloan) is a prime suspect in the murder of 
Peggy Lindsayi Peggy was going to mariy Gilbert Austin when he divorced 
Wither’s' sister. This one introduces us to the world of dog shows and 
dog handlers, 
ACCOUNTING FOR MURDER.196A is one of the funniest .National Calculating has two 

' divisions making the same instrument-one sells to the public and one to the 
l^iny. The One selling to the Army makes money, the other loses it. Fortinbras 
Is going to find out why.(he is a notable accountant,and a stockholder)and he 
doesj but is killed before he can tell anyone else.
MURDER MAKES THE WHEELS GO ROUND,1966. I wasn’t too impressed .Michigan Motors 
has several executives convicted on price filing. When they got out of jail 
one of them, Ray Jensen, intends to come back into the company in his old spot. 
But he is murdered before ary announcement was made either way. The evidence 

' that-sent Ray to jail was sent to ths authorities by some Michigan Motors 
eriiployee, they don’t know which one. I guess I’m just not interested in 
automobile manufacturers.

, DEATH SHALL OVERCOME.1966, is one of the best. Edward Pariy,a Negro,isttrying 
to get a seat on the Stock Exchange, Somone doesn’t want him to get it,badly 
enough to try to poison him(and gets someone else by mistake)and then to try 
'to shoot him. This 'book, has a run on the market, and a march on Wall Street 
along'with everything else. Civil Rights really interferes with business. 
MURDER AGAINST THE GRAIN,1967* is about a big Russian Wheat deal .A million 

.dollar down payment or? the wheat deal is sent to a thief who had sent the 
Sloan the proper papers for the check, but they are forged. So the Sloan 
has to pay twice for the same wheat. Naturally, Thatcher wahts to get his 

■ money back; and the government doesn’t want any trouble. Before it is over, 
a Russian troubleshooter comes over to help out. .

’. ?A MITCH IN TIME.1968. An insurance company is fighting a lawsuit ly the 
heirs of Pemberton Freebody, It seems Freebody tried to kill himself, but a 
passing truckdriver took him to the Southport Memorial Hospital for treat
ment. In the course of that treatment, they left seven haemostatic clips 
inside Freebody, and he died. And then someone kills one of the doctors. 
GOME TO DUST, 1968.Elliot Patterson disappears one day, and so does a 
£50 000 bearer bond. And the admission records for Brunswick College. All 
thj s causes a lot of trouble, especially for one of the aspiring entrants to 
Brunswick College—he gets himself killed during the homecoming game. 
WHEN IN GREECE.1969.Nicholls is in Greece, looking after a^Sloan^multi
million dollar project, when they have a revolution. And Nicholls turns 
up missing. And when Everett Gabler, their most aggressively cantakerous 
trust officer goes to Greece to see what happened, he is kidnapped off the 
street.MURDER*TO GO, 1969 The Sloan has loaned a large amount of money to Chicken 
^on^ghtj a chain of 1 take-out: restaurants. Then people come down sick
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after eating at a CT place* And the man who put the poison in the food turns 
up murdered. Fun and games all around.
PICK UP STICKS,1970,covers the Appalachian Trail(for hikors)and a vacation 
housing development. Steven Lester gets himself killed and Thatcher finds 
out why. I didn’t like this one too much.
ASHES TO ASHES,1971* The New York diocese wants to sell St Bernadette’s 
Parochial School, and the parents don’t want them to. When the loader of the 
parents ^7’^.is killed, the situation breaks down to include riots,picketing 
slumlords, and Bhagavad Catholics.
THE LONGER THE THREAD, 1971, is about the garment industry, this time in Puerto 
Rico* Slax Unlimited is being sabotaged, a man is killed,and the owner is kid
napped. This even has an effect upon the local elections.
MURDER WITHOUT ICING,197? Ice Hockey & The Sloan are the unlikely companions 
in this book* But why should anyone want to kill a hockey player when his 
team shoots from last place to first place and has a good chance to win the 
Stanley Cup?
Emma Lathen makes Wall Street an amusing place to work—I don’t think I would 
find it so if I worked there, but the books are definitely amusing.

Joanne Burger* +* +*+♦ +* +*+* +* +* +* +* +* +* +*+* +* +* +* +* +* +♦ +* +* +* +* +* +* +* +♦ 4* +♦
Kd like to add th Joanna’s fine listing, that these books she has 

commented upon have also given me the greatest pleasure. I suppose I liked 
A STITCH IN TIME best because of the hospital background and the way the 
Villains got their comeuppance. Very satisfying that’. Most likeable character 
was in ACCOUNTING FOR MURDER, but just as I was getting to enjoy him..he wag 
the one who was killed I Most hilarious moment comes in DEATH SHALL OVERCOME 
when the when the SLOAN is filled with demonstrators singing WE SHALL OVERCOME 
and the Sloan Glee Club comes out to join them. Ethel Lindsay
♦ +* +* *+* + * +* +*+ *+*+*+*+*+* +* +* +*+* 4* +* -t* + *+*+*+* + ♦+*+* +* +♦+*+♦ +♦+*+*+* +* +*

Some of you who do not confine your collecting to themystery field, may 
bt interested in the latest pice of bibliography that I have aquired. This is 
VOYAGES 1^ GRACE ■ A Bibliography of Interpnanetary Fiction 1801-1914 
compiled by George Locke* Thore is an interesting introduction clearly 
setting out the aim of the book. Each title is very well annotated contain
ing explanations of the contents, and its history. I should think this would 
be interesting to anyone eager to learn about the literature of these dates, 
regardless of an interest in the actual subject matter. At anyrate it can be 
obtained from Ferret Fantasy whose address is given elsewhere in this issue.

♦ n*n*n*H*n#n*ii«n#^ H*n* ii*n#ii*n#n#n* n# n* n*n»n»nEthQl Ljndsgy "»"*"*’’* "*”* ”*”*



Paperbacks for sale from Ethel Lindsay6 Lugley Ave .Surbiton,Surrey,Kt6 6CJL.UK. 
All at $l/40p. Overseas buyers please add 50/ for postage. Please make all 
cheques and money orders payable to.Ethel Lindsay...NOT TMT,
Money refunded if not satisfied. Overseas buyers allow six weeks for delivery 
»> if if*** if if y.t if % $ $ if # if $ * * ’X * & * « * * ♦ # « if $ifffif if « if >x £4 if if if if « # >X *X
ARMSTRONG Charlotte: The Unsuspected..A little less than kind...The gift shop 

, Mischief
ALLINGHAM Margery: More work for the undertaker.. .Dancers in Mourning..No love 

lost...Case of the late pig.
‘ --Third party risk

BIGGERS Earl Derr: The Black Camel..Charlie Chan carries on..The Chinese parrot 
BLAKE Nicholas: A question of proof..The case of the abominable snowman.
BROWN Carter: ’ Girl in a shroud
BERKELEY Anthony: Trial and error
CREASEY John: Inspector West alone..The league of dark men..The Toff at the 

fair..Prepare for action..The crime haters,.Elope to death..A doll for the 
Toff..Triumph for Inspector West.,The Flood

CROFTS Freeman Wills: The 12.30 from Croydon..The sea mystery..The loss of the 
Jane Vosper. .Crime at Guildford.

GARR John Dickson: The case of the constant suicides..The Brooked hinge..The 
waxworks murder..The mad hatter mystery.. .Below suspicion

CHARTERIS Leslie: The tandit..Senor Saint
CRISPIN Edrrmd: Frequent hearses.,The moving toyshop
COLES Manning: A toast to tomorrow. .Among those absent..Drink to yesterday..
DEAN Robert"George: A murder by marriage
DICKSON Carter? Night at the mocking widow..The plague court murders
DISNEY Doris Mile st Testimony by silence..At some forgotton door
EDEN Dorothy: Darling Clementine..Listen to danger..The deadly travellers

The marriage chest
FIT, TN Stanley* The key to Nicholas Street. .Dreadful summit
GRUBER Frank: The gamecock murders.,The buffalo box. .A job of murder..Swing 

low, swing dead HIGHSMITH Patricia: A suspension of mercy
GILBERT Anthony: And’death came too..Murder lifts the mask..Murder comes home
GRIBBLE Leonard: The stolen home secretary
GRIERSON I rar.cis D.: The limping man
HALLIDAY Brett? The corpse that never was..Before I wake..In a deadly vein..

Fit to kill.aWnat really happened. • •
HITCHCOCK Alfrcct: A north of mystery Book 2
HOUSEHOLD Geoffrey; A time to kill. .uncorrected proof copy
HEYER GeorgetteThe unfinished clue;.They found him dead..Death in the stocks 

Duplicate death,,Beauvallet..These old shades. .Sylvester. .The Grand Sophy 
Devils cub. .Faro; s daughter. ...-.........-.................

HAMMETT Dashihll: Red harvest HORNUNG E.W.;Raffles
IRISH William":Phantom lady INNES Hammond: Maddons rock .
JESSE Tennyson F; A pin to see the peepshow f JIf TyJ-go? mortis, xue
KANE Frank:Trigger mortis..The fatal foursome
KEATING EeRj.F^Zen there was murder. .Death of a fat god.,Is skin deep is fatal
KANE Henry‘s Mask for murder..My business is murder
LAWRENCE Hilda: The. deadly pavilion..Death of a doll
feWhen Erna? Banking on death. LARIAR Lawrence:He died laughing
LOCKRIDGE F&R;Gae of the murdered redhead
MILNE A.A., The fourth wall. Play in three acts
MILLS Arthur: Judgement of death MARCH Maxwell: Rogue’s holiday
MARSH Ngaio: False scent..Clutch of constables..Dead water..Death in a wh$te tie 
Surfeit of lampreys., .Death in ecstacy. .Death and the dancing footman

HARE Cyril: When the-wind blows. .Suicide excepted

6CJL.UK
Mourning..No


Paperbacks for sale'^contd.

M/iCDONALD Ross: Black money. .The ivory grin..The ^erguson affair. .Experience
with evil... ... HAGGARD Williani.; The pwder barrel

MOYES Patricia: Murder~Tantastleal. .Down among the dead men
MASUR Harodl Q.:Sd rich so lovely so dead..The big money..Murder on Broadway
MILLER Wade: Sinner take all. MARQUAND John P:Don1t ask questions
OPPENHEIM E.P:The lion and the lamb PAGE Marco: Fast company
POWELL Richard; Say it with bullets.RICE Craig & MCBAIN Ed:The Aoril Robin murders 
QUEEN Ellery: The last score..beware the young stranger..The player on the other 
side...Ten days wonder. .Calendar of crime,.The New adventures of Ellery Queen.• 
Calamity town.,Where is Bianca?..The Chinese Orange mystery..The four of hearts

ROHMER Sax: The trail of Fu-Manchu. .The Si-Fan mysteries. .The Mystery of Fu- 
Manchu..The island of Fu Manchu

RINEHART Mary Roberts: The street cf seven stars
STOUT Rex: Gambit..The doorbell rang. .Champagne for one..The Father hunt,.The 
broken Vase INNES Michael: Death at the chase

SPAIN Nancy:Cinderella goes to the morgue. SAPPER: Temple tower.
TRUSSS Seldon: The disappearance of Julie Hintz
THAYER Tiffany: The illustrious corpse. THOMEY Tedd:And dream of evil
TAYLOR Phoebe A.The Capr Dod mystery
TEY Josephine: TO LOVE AND BE WISE..The Privateer
TIETON Alice: The hollow chest..Cold steal..The cut direct..File for record 
UPFIELD Arthur: The sands of windee..Boney and the Kelly gang..Bony and the .

y black virginz•*Bony and the white savage
VAN DINE S.S.: The canary murder case..The Greene murder case
VAN GULIK Robert:- The monkey and the tiger..The willow pattern..The Chinese 
nail murders.cThe phantom of the temple..The haunted monastry..The Emperor’s 
pearl

WALSH Thomas: To hide, a rogue. .WALKER David;Diamonds for Moscow
WADE Henry; Policeman’s Tot. WxALLACE Edgar: On the spot..Big foot..The valley 

of ghosts
WILLL'iMS Charle s/Aground. .And the deep blue sea., .Mix yourself a redhead
WENTWORTH Patricia: The Chinese shawl..Poison in the pen..The Watersplash.,
• The GazebOnbVanishing .point,.The Brading collection..Miss Silver comes to 
stay..Out of the past..The key..The traveller returns.

DODGERDavid: Plunder of the sun.uncorrected proof copy
DANIELS^ Harold R:.House of Greenacro Road
DURBRiLgEJFrancis: The pigtail murder.FORD Leslie: Old lover’s ghost ----- 
BONN/iMY Francis: Dead reckoning,
LORD HALIFAX’S GHOST BOOK " " ' ■ —-------- ----------

Magazine for sale:
Edgar Wallace Vol 3.No 25 Aug 1966 40p/$l . ■  —••
The Saint Mystery Magazine Vol 11 No 11 Jan 66 British edition 4op/wl .... ...
Ellery Queen Anthology Vol.5 1964 AOp/^l - _.
The Black Cat & Other Tales of Mystery & Horror.Edgar Allen Poe.Kangaroo Books

Ltd. no date coloured cover 40p/^l -
Bestseller lfystery.No 185.TOO LOVELY T.O. DIE(Miscast for murderjby Ruth Feniso^g 

Mercury publications .Published by Joseph Ferman. 5Op/#l-5O .
Mercury Mystery No 191 KISS THE BOYS GOODBYE(The last doorbell)by Frank. Gruber 

introduction by Anthony Boucher. $2 —60p - •
"Trapped Detective Story Magazine.Vol.7 No 2.Nov 1962 TOO MUCH BLOOD ON THE MINK 

by Ray Mc&enzie, $l,5O/5Op



Magazine for s v coru.

Ellery Queen Mystery Magazine:all British editions..Nos 51,52,80,82,86,87,88, 
90,91,102,105,252,258,265,267,282,287. $l/40p

DETECTIVE STORY MAGAZINE.Street & Smiths. March 1940.Vol CLIX No 5.British 
edition, vg. £1 or $3

DETECTIVE STORY MAGAZINE„New publications inc. Vol l.No 3 March 1953D. 
Macdonald’s DEAD RECKONING, vg £1.50 or #4

DETECTIVE BOOK MAGAZINE.Fietion House,Vol.6 No 3.Dec.1949. John D.Macdonald’s 
PORTRAIT OF A MURDERESS, vg £1.50 or $4

MYSTERY STORIES.Popular Publications.British edition,1950.G.T.FLEMING-ROGERS’
I TAKE THEE DEATH.Cover shows bride with half skeleton bridegroom! £L/$3

BLACK MASK DETECTIVE.Atlas pub.Britidi edition.Jan,1952John D.Macdonalds CASE
OF THE GORGEOUS GAMS, also Wm Campbell Gault, vg £143

DETECTIVE TALES.Phil Painter pub.British edition.Day Keene’s KNOCK TWICE FOR 
MURDER.Vol 23.No 3. 8^p42

DETECTIVE STORY MAGAZINE.Street & Smiths.Vol CXL.No 1. Jan.1933. £1.5044
FBI DETECTIVE STORIES.Pop.pub.Vol 2.No l.John D.Macdonald’.s WARRANT FOR AN OLD 

FLAME.also Tedd Thomey,Bruce Cassidy.Oct.1949 £1*5044
DETECTIVE FICTION formerly Flynn’s Weekly.Munsey.Vol 137.No 5.June 194$•Lawrence 
Treat, £143

DETECTIVE FICTIO WEEKLY formerely Flynn’s Weekly .Munsey .15Dec 1928. Andrew Soutar 
E.P.Ware. fragile. £246

DETECTIVE STORY MAGAZINE.Street & Smiths.Vol. CXLVLLL.No 3.Feb 1935. £143 
DETECTIVE STORY MAGAZINE.Street & Smiths .Vol.CXLVL No l.July 5934.£1.5o44 
DETECTIVE STORY MA GAZ INE. Street & Smiths. Vol. CXXXLLL. No l.Jan.l932.£L,5044
DETECTIVE STORY MAGAZINE.Street & Smiths .Vol. CXXXLLL Jtoa^SA932.a.5O44 
DETECTIVE STORY MAGAZINE.Street & Smith.Vol.CXLL.No 5.Sept.1929.O-.5044

Book Collecting & Library Monthly. No 38 June 1971 to No 60 April 1973 whlteh 
was the final issue. 23 copies. 5&/ $15

MiMMOTH DETECTIVE.,Ziff-Davis.Vol.6.No 4.Apr.1947.Robert Moore Williams’ SC»<E^;

Ii few hard-covers for sale...

GOODCHILD George: Dear Conspirator.reprint.ex-Foyles Lib stamps.Ward Lock, 
g. no date(lst published 1948) $1.5O/6Op

MILLS Arthur: Escapade W.Collins & sons.^933 reprint.vg $1.5O/6Op
KEELER Harry Stephen:

The Fourth King. 1st Ward Lock 1929. ex. £245
Find the Clock. Ward Lock.no date.vg. £143
The Vanishing Gold Track. Ward Lock.1943 reprint, vg £143 
Thieves Nights Ward Lock 1931. vg £143

Si.1 ver Buddhas. Ward Lock. DW no date ex. H,5044
WALLACE Edgar: BIG FOOT .John Long,1927, vg 60p42. THE GOLDEN HADES .White Lion 

publishers.1975.mint.dw. £143
STOKER Bran: DRACULA’S GUEST& other weird stories.5th imp.ex £L/$3
PIPER Evelyn: THE NANY.Seeker &Warburg.l965.vg dw £143
KANE Henry: SLEEP WITHOUT DREAMS.1958. Boardman & Co.ex-lib.stamp on cover ow 
HUBBARD P^i^3 THE GRAVEYARD.Book Club Associates, mint.dw £143

Please add 50^ fnrjpostage. Ethel Lindsay.
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